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Introduction
Robert has devised a sample trading strategy utilising a combination of indicators from two well known
traders and book authors — Alan Hull and Jim Berg. The strategy is described in Brainy's eBook
Article ST-6407, “Robert's JB+AH Strategy”, where it is strongly stated that the strategy is only for
educational purposes, and is NOT guaranteed to be profitable in any way.
This Article in Brainy's series on BullCharts, BC-26-060, “Robert's JB+AH Strategy — Chart”, is a
step-by-step description of how to use several of the BullCharts features and tools to compile the
sample price chart shown in Figure 1 below, including the following:
1. Overlaying both daily and weekly candles onto the one price chart.
2. Synchronise panes of selected chart.
3. Display an indicator (eg. JB Volatility Profit Taker), then “hide” some elements of the chart, so
that only the “Start” signal is shown.
4. Apply a weekly indicator to the chart (the Hull ActTrade Range+ indicator).
5. Change candle colours to indicate “price change since previous close”.
6. Save the resulting price chart as a BullCharts Template.
7. Add the new Template to the Template Toolbar.

Figure 1: A composite daily and weekly price chart
with two indicators included, and key elements hidden, and
candles changed to show "price change since previous close".
The reader is encouraged to also view other Articles in Brainy's series of Articles:
●

ST-6407, “Robert's JB+AH Strategy”.

It must be stressed again that the strategy described there is not a successful strategy, and is
described only for general education as a sample of how to structure and pull together trading
strategies.
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